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ON TEST

For starters, gone is the Class A/B amplifier 
that was a trademark of all Thor models up 
to and including the MkIV: The Series V uses 
a thoroughly modern Class-D output stage. 
It’s also a more powerful than ever before: up 
from 200-watts to 300-watts. And in a first for 
any Richter subwoofer, the new Thor Series V 
has digital signal processing (DSP) on-board, 
one of the functions of which is to ensure 
best performance no matter whether the 
Thor is used in a two-channel hi-fi system, or 
a 5.1-channel home theatre set-up.

The equipmenT
One thing that hasn’t changed about the 
Thor Series V is that it’s a physically big 
subwoofer. Very big! Richter’s head designer, 
Dr Martin Gosnell B.E. (Hons) PhD, has been 

I
t’s been more than five years since I last 
experienced Richter’s Thor subwoofer, 
and much has happened in the interim. 
One of the biggest changes came about 

when John Cornell, a 36-year veteran of the 
Australian audio industry, purchased Richter 
back in 2012. After looking at what was a 
huge range of subwoofers for a small Austral-
ian company, he decided to concentrate on 
building just one model… the Thor (which 
meant the end for one of the most wonder-
fully-named subwoofers in the world—the 
Richter Krakatoa—alas).

As with all the other models in Richter’s 
range, the Thor has recently been updated 
to ‘Series V’ status, which has meant a 
total overhaul of what was one of Richter’s 
longest-running designs.  

around for long enough to know that if you 
want a subwoofer to deliver the deepest bass 
frequencies with the lowest distortion at the 
highest sound pressure levels you need a big 
bass driver, a big cabinet and a big amplifier. 
No matter what type of spin the manufactur-
ers of small subwoofers put on their publicity 
hyperbole, no-one can contradict the laws of 
physics, which dictate that all reductions in 
cabinet or driver size and/or amplifier power 
away from ‘big’ will inevitably compromise 
on subwoofer performance… there’s just no 
getting away from it.

But don’t let me give you the impression 
the Thor Series V is not a manageable size. 
At 510×430×440mm (HWD) it’s actually 
even bigger than the Thor IV, but still small 
enough to be hidden behind a lounge chair.

subwoofer

Richter  
Thor Series V DSP
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It’s still a big cone, however, which is 
why Richter is using such a powerful Class-
D amplifier to move it. Whereas the topic 
of Class-A/B vs Class-D is still contentious 
when it comes to building amplifiers that are 
required to cover a wide bandwidth, no-one 
I’m aware of has any issue with using a Class-
D amplifier to power a subwoofer, because all 
the issues that affect Class-D designs don’t 
affect their performance below 1kHz, which 
is far above the highest frequency they could 
reasonably be expected to amplify when 
deployed inside a subwoofer.

As for the inclusion of DSP, Dr Gosnell 
says that he’s exploited every feature in 
Analog Devices’ ADAU1701, which is a 
fully programmable device with on-board 
28/56-bit audio DSP, ADCs and DACs that 
can be programmed (via SigmaStudio) for 
equalisation, crossover, bass enhancement, 
multiband dynamics processing, delay cor-
rection and driver compensation. In an email 
to Australian Hi-Fi Magazine’s editor, Greg 
Borrowman, he advised that the DSP: ‘not 
only controls every aspect of the signal, providing 
much greater control over response and dynamics, 
but also utilises two completely separate digital 
control formats for the home theatre and music 
settings.’ It also has full overload (including 
input signal clipping detection) and thermal 
protection circuitry.

The rear of the Thor Series V has the usual 
large black plate (though actually somewhat 
larger than usual in this case), and offers both 
LFE and left/right line-level inputs (via RCA 
inputs, with the left-channel RCA doubling 
up as the LFE input) and speaker-level inputs 
(via multi-way banana-capable speaker 
terminals). There’s also a speaker-level output 
terminal pair should you prefer—or need—to 
use this termination. Volume and crossover 
frequency (40–140Hz) controls are provided 
via rotary controls, whereas phase (0°/180°) 
control is implemented via a slider switch. 
There’s also a Sub/LFE slider switch which 
should be set according to whether you’re 
using the line/LFE inputs or the speaker 
level connections, plus an On/
Auto-Off switch you use to specify 
whether you want the subwoofer to 
stay permanently ‘On’ or to switch 
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readers interested in a full technical 
appraisal of the performance of the 
richter Thor Series V DSP Subwoofer 
should continue on and read the LAbo-
rATorY rePorT published on page 114. 
readers should note that the results 
mentioned in the report, tabulated in 
performance charts and/or displayed 

using graphs and/or photo-
graphs should be construed 
as applying only to the specific 
sample tested.

Lab Report on page 114

•	 unbelievable bass!
•	 feature-packed
•	 Super-powerful

•	 Choice of finishes
•	 Cabinet size
•	 Mode switch volume 

change

LAb rePorT

Given some forethought, you could even 
manage to put it inside a cupboard or an 
entertainment unit… ploys made possible 
by the fact that both the bass driver and the 
twin bass reflex ports are forward-firing. How-
ever, in recent years I’ve started thinking that 
we all need to get away from this ‘let’s hide 
the subwoofer’ mentality. It would be better 
to embrace the concept of subwoofers… even 
to evangelise them. So, when asked about 
your subwoofer, you could say ‘Oh, that’s my 
subwoofer. I need one that large so I can hear 
realistic low-frequency sounds when I’m listening 
to music on my system or watching movies on 
my TV.’ Now that would be liberating. After 
all, you don’t hear people complaining about 
the size of other people’s cars, houses or TV 
screens! But I digress…

The front-firing bass driver in the Thor 
Series V is new for Richter. Although the cone 
is the same diameter as the one fitted to the 
previous Thor IV, it’s now driven by a double-
magnet motor system, and the suspension 
has been upgraded to poly-rubber. Interest-
ingly, Richter rates the ‘EPD’ (Effective Piston 
Diameter) of the cone (rather than the overall 
diameter as do most other subwoofer manufac-
turers). Although the overall diameter dimen-
sion always reads best on the specification sheet 
(and in those glossy full-colour advertisements) 
it’s actually the EPD that is the important 
dimension, since this is the one which dictates 
how much air the cone will actually move. 
Australian Hi-Fi Magazine prefers to use the 
term Thiele/Small diameter, but they’re one 
and the same thing: the dimension that’s used 
to determine the Sd (cone area) which in turn 
is the parameter speaker designers plug into 
their equations when determining cabinet 
volume and (if applicable) bass reflex port 
sizing. To see an example of the difference, the 
Thiele/Small (EPD) diameter of the driver fitted 
to the Thor Series V is 255mm (which gives it 
an Sd of 510cm²), whereas the overall diameter 
of the driver is 310mm. The cone itself is made 
from a composite of paper and fibre, in order 
that it has as little mass as possible, so the Thor 
Series V can be a ‘fast’ subwoofer. The dustcap 
is inverted, so that it follows the slope of the 
cone—a better design, to my mind, than the 
conventional ‘bumped’ dustcap.

automatically in and out of standby mode 
depending on whether it detects the presence 
of an audio signal at its inputs. Last, but far 
from least, is a Music/Theatre slider switch. 
Set to ‘Music’ the maximum output of the 
subwoofer is slightly curtailed, but you get 
bass extension right down to around 12Hz. In 
the ‘Theatre’ position, an infra-sonic filter is 
inserted to roll off the very lowest frequen-
cies—the bonus being that this allows you 
to play it louder than you can if ‘Music’ is 
selected.

The finish on the Richter Thor Series V 
is a black oak vinyl veneer… the only finish 
available for this model, except for the lower 
part of the front baffle which houses the two 
68mm diameter bass reflex ports, which has a 
matt paint finish.

 We all need to get away from this ‘let’s 
hide the subwoofer’ mentality. It would 
be better to embrace the concept of 
subwoofers… even to evangelise them.
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the stomach, just like they do at live gigs. The 
forceful impact on my stomach was so satis-
fyingly real that I kept turning the volume up 
and up … and up… to intensify it, but I never 
reached the Thor Series V’s volume limits. In-
deed the only limit I reached was that of my 
wife’s patience—both with the volume I was 
playing and with the fact that I was repeating 
the same track over and over…

Another disc I spent a lot of time with 
that’s not actually one of my favourites, but 
is nonetheless an essential fixture in any 
reviewer’s music library, was Jean Guillou’s 
recital on the organ at St Eustache, in Paris. 
Well, when I say ‘not a favourite’ I love his 
rendition of Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D mi-
nor (the famous one) and also Liszt’s Fantasy 
and Fugue on the name Bach (Guillou’s version 
of this is unique) and also Mozart’s Fantasy in 
F Minor, but as for the other three works on 
the disc, which comprise the greater playing 
time… well, those I am not so keen on. This 
disc certainly proved the incredible bass 
extension of the Richter, because it was able 

to reproduce the pedal notes on 
Track 6 (The Inflamed Soul)… not 
at the levels you’d expect if you 
were listening in the church itself 
(well worth a visit if ever you’re in 
Paris), but all the more remark-
able because most subwoofers 
don’t reproduce these super-low 
notes at all!

But although power and low 
frequency extension are essential 
in a subwoofer, another ‘essen-
tial’ is musicality, because a cone 
that’s ponderous just can’t get the 
music flowing in the upper bass 
regions, and I’m pleased to be 
able to report that the Richter’s 
sound flowed beautifully no mat-
ter what type of music I played—
jazz, rock, middle-of-the-road…
whatever—it never lagged behind, 
indeed it was a driving force 
behind the music.

I finished up the series of au-
ditioning sessions I conducted for 
this review with full-on movie-
fest, fully expecting great things 
based on what I’d heard during 
the music sessions… and ‘great 

things’ is exactly what I heard. If a movie 
director has put it on the soundtrack, you’re 
going to hear it reproduced perfectly by 
Richter’s Thor Series V. Even better, you’ll not 
only hear it, you’ll feel it too, whether it’s the 
‘crump’ of a Tyrannosaurus Rex’s feet hitting 
the ground, or one of those stunning explo-
sions in outer space (which always amuse me, 
because there is no sound in space, nor any 
‘shock waves’… Stanley Kubrick was one of 
the few directors that actually got this right.)

I’d almost finished my movie sessions, 
and written so much about how well the 
Thor Series V performed with movie sound 
effects when I was suddenly remembered that 
I’d actually forgotten to switch it to ‘Theatre’ 
mode, and had been doing all my audition-
ing in ‘Music’ mode. Oops! When I switched 
to ‘Theatre’ mode, I was suddenly blasted by 
bass…the increase in volume level was enor-
mous, requiring me to quickly back off the 
volume control. This difference in volume 
level between the two modes is rather too 
much, in my opinion, but as it turns out, I 
decided it didn’t matter, because after adjust-
ing the level back downward and re-watching 
the movies I’d already watched (aural 
highlights only, this time around), I decided I 
preferred the ‘Music’ mode over the ‘Theatre’ 
mode for both music and movies, meaning 
no switching would ever be required.

ConClusion
Is bigger better? You bet it is!  Ernest Croft

in use and 
PerformanCe
If you are comparing subwoofers in 
a showroom, you’ll find that a CD 
with a wideband pink noise track 
will be a very useful evaluation 
tool. What’s pink noise? Techni-
cally, it’s white noise from which 
the high frequencies have been 
filtered out at a rate of 3dB per oc-
tave, but for practical purposes you 
can think of it as a ‘music’ signal 
that contains the same amount 
of energy in every octave of the 
musical spectrum. That is, there’s 
the same amount of energy be-
tween 20Hz and 40Hz (one octave) 
as there is between 10kHz and 
20kHz (one octave). When played 
through a subwoofer it presents to 
the ear as a deep rumbling sound. 
It’s very easy to hear differences in 
low-frequency extension between 
different subwoofers using pink 
noise, because the one that digs 
deepest in to the bottom-most 
octave will sound as though it has 
the most deep bass. Pink noise is 
also a very useful signal for setting 
the crossover frequency between a subwoofer 
and your main speakers, as the transition 
point is much easier to hear with pink noise 
than it is with music, allowing you to get 
both the crossover frequency and the bass 
level set perfectly very quickly. Since my 
Thor Series V was ‘fresh out of the box’ I ran 
it in using looped pink noise and was at the 
outset encouraged by the obvious presence 
of extremely low frequencies… not to men-
tion the shaking and rattling of anything 
unsecured in my room whenever I turned the 
volume up!

The ‘Setup and Calibration’ instructions 
in Richter’s slim eight-page instruction 
manual are better than most, so you will 
be able to get the subwoofer performing 
maximally if you follow the instructions (and 
pay attention to the section on page 7 of the 
manual titled ‘Room Acoustics and Subwoofer 
Placement’, but you might care to also look at 
some far more detailed advice at www.tinyurl.
com/subwoofer-placement.

Of the many CDs I use for subwoofer 
evaluation, the one I most like listening to 
(and one that would also seem unlikely as 
a low bass demo disc) is Jennifer Warne’s 
Famous Blue Raincoat which contains cover 
versions of Leonard Cohen songs, because it 
contains musical notes down to 34Hz, and 
the Thor Series V easily delivered these and 
the other almost-equally low notes with an 
authority that was unquestionable: I could 
actually feel the kick drum impacts hit me in 

 The Richter Thor 
Series V’s sound 
flowed beautifully no 
matter what type of 
music I played…

 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 114
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42

 The measured 
performance of the 
Richter Thor Series 
V subwoofer was 
outstanding.

Laboratory test resuLts
Richter’s Thor Series V delivered great per-
formance across all Newport Test Labs’ test 
sequences. Graph 1 shows the frequency 
response of the driver and ports when meas-
ured in the nearfield (measured separately, 
so these traces don’t show how the responses 
add together in the far-field—this is shown 
in Graphs 3 and 4) with the Thor Series V 
set to ‘Music’ mode. You can see that the 
power of the inbuilt amplifier means there’s 
an enormous range of adjustment possible 
depending on where you set the crossover 
control, from 140Hz (purple trace) to 40Hz 
(light blue trace). The port outputs are the 
orange (140Hz) and dark blue (40Hz) traces. 
You can see that the ports deliver maximum 
output at 25Hz, and when the crossover is 
set to 140Hz, has useful output from 18Hz 
to 50Hz. The bass driver delivers maximum 
output between 50Hz and 70Hz, where its 
response is almost completely flat and rolls 
off smoothly either side.

Graph 2 is exactly the same as Graph 1, 
except the Thor Series V was set to ‘Theatre’ 
mode. The differences are subtle, but the 
output of the bass driver is a little ‘peakier’ 
and the frequency at which the driver deliv-
ers its maximum output has been shifted 

upwards by about 10Hz. In this mode, the 
low-frequency output from the bass reflex 
ports rolls off rather more sharply than in the 
Music mode. The primary difference between 
the modes is that when you switch from 
‘Music’ to ‘Theatre’ mode you will experience 
an almost 15dB increase in sound pressure 
level right across the pass band. (Conversely, 
if you switch from ‘Theatre’ to ‘Music’ the 
subwoofer’s output will drop by 15dB.)

Graph 3 shows the far-field frequency 
responses for the Richter Thor Series V, giving 
an indication of its in-room performance. 
In ‘Music’ mode, the response extends from 
25Hz to 150Hz ±3dB when the crossover is 
set to 140Hz, and from 18Hz to 65Hz ±3dB 
when it’s set to 40Hz. In ‘Theatre’ mode the 
response extends from 22Hz to 130Hz ±3dB 
when the crossover is set to 140Hz, and from 
18Hz to 60Hz when the crossover is set to 
40Hz. Not only is the low-frequency response 

very extended at all modes and settings of 
the controls, but the overall linearity of the 
response is excellent. The roll-offs at high 
frequencies are also well-tailored, so it will 
be easy to integrate this subwoofer with 
anything from very large floor-standing 
speakers right down to the smallest bookshelf 
speakers. Although the responses roll off 
below 20Hz, output at these frequencies is 
influenced by room positioning, and Newport 
Test Labs’ responses were obtained with the 
subwoofer positioned more than five metres 
from any nearby vertical boundary. As you 
move the subwoofer closer to one or more 
boundaries (i.e. walls) the output below 20Hz 
will increase substantially, so that optimally 
positioned in a room, I’d expect output to 
be only around 6dB down at 13Hz, which is 
outstanding performance at this frequency.

Graph 4 is a composite graph to give a 
visual idea of how the separately measured 
nearfield outputs of the bass reflex port (blue 
trace) and bass driver (red trace) sum in the 
far-field (black trace), this example showing 
the ‘Music’ mode of the Richter Thor Series V.

As I stated at the start of this test report, 
the measured performance of the Richter 
Thor Series V subwoofer was outstanding. 
Highly recommended.  Steve Holding
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Graph 1: Nearfield sine frequency response of bass driver and ports with crossover control 
set to 40Hz and 140Hz using Music Mode. (Note that data for port has not been re-scaled 
to compensate for differences in radiating area.) [Richter Thor Series V]

Newport Test Labs
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Graph 3: Pink noise frequency responses (smoothed) at 2.0 metres with crossover control 
at minimum (40Hz) and maximum (140Hz) Music Mode (black traces) vs Theatre Mode.

Newport Test Labs
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Graph 2: Nearfield sine frequency response of bass driver and ports with crossover control 
set to 40Hz and 140Hz using Theatre Mode. (Note that data for port has not been re-
scaled to compensate for differences in radiating area.) [Richter Thor Series V]

Newport Test Labs
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Graph 4: Composite graph overlaying smoothed far-field pink noise response (black trace) 
with nearfield sine frequency responses of port (blue trace) and woofer (red trace) using 
Music Mode. [Richter Thor Series V Subwoofer]

Newport Test Labs


